MEMORANDUM

Date: March 20, 2020
To: Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
From: Michael Hawley, PE; Brian Barton, PE; Daniel Hawley, PE

Subject: Summary of Invoiced Work

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition – Uinta Rail Line ($130,364.07)

1. Phase 12 – Milestone 2 Owner’s Representative
   - OEA coordination.
   - Planning coordination
   - Section 106 call, preparation, and follow up.
   - Rural Caucus in SLC, UBRY presentation support
   - USFS Meeting
   - HDR technical review meetings and discussions
   - Ongoing coordination with Venable
   - Tribal coordination
   - UBRY permitting strategic discussions
   - FOIA / GRAMA request documentation gathering and coordination for 5 new GRAMA requests.

2. Phase 92 – Phase 2 Mapping Services
   - Reviewed mapping footprint against alignment adjustments.
   - Coordination with Aerographics.
   - Resample and processed imagery for alternative alignments.
   - Investigated BLM/SITLA land ownership

3. Phase 93 – Phase 2 ROW Planning
   - Coordination with Title Company.
   - BLM land investigation at Emma Park.
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition – Program Management & Engineering Services. ($8,706.50)

1. Phase 30 – General Planning
   o Decision matrix updates and project prioritization refining.
   o Project coordination.
   o Website updates.

2. Phase 31 – Navajo Nation Regional Transportation Planning
   o Prepared for and held meeting with NDOT.
   o Cost estimates
   o Review of prior studies, alignments

3. Phase 32 – San Rafael Research Center Equipment, Licensing, Permitting
   o General floor plan and initial probable costs for full buildout.
   o Coordination on final equipment list for building.

4. Phase 33 – Coalition In-Land Port Satellite Planning
   o Draft RFP Preparation.
   o Created mapping for RFP.

Eastern Utah Regional Connection ($2,112.50)

1. Phase 30 - Project Management
   o CIVCO contract review.
   o Scope and cost coordination with Civco.
   o Identified utilities within project corridor with potential for ROWs.
   o Search BLM and SITLA ROW database.